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ABSTRACT

The near half-filling Hubbard model of strongly correlated electron systems is consid-
ered within the framework of the new functional integral method without slave boson. A
dynamical system of equations determining the superconducting phase of the Hubbard
model is derived. Both singlet and triplet Cooper pairings are studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a good deal of effort has been undertaken in the study of possible super-
conducting states in the Hubbard model in connection with the discovery of high-Tc

superconductivity [1-3]. However, the problem is still far from being resolved. The rea-
son lies in the extreme complexity of the Hubbard model in the strong correlation limit.
Some diagram techniques for Hubbard operators are supposed [4-7], but they are too
complicated and therefore not very constructive. Also the slave boson method has been
employed extensively in the Hubbard model [8-10]. However, there is a number of dif-
ficulties in this approach due to the local constrain [11]. Some time ago we applied the
new functional method suggested by Sarker [12] to study the half-filling Hubbard model.
We reobtained the well-known results of the Mott metal-insulator [13] and derived the
system of equations for superconducting order parameters [14] for both singlet and triplet
Cooper pairing. In the case of singlet pairing it gives back the result of Bogoliubov group

[15]-
In this paper by means of the Sarker's approach we consider the superconducting in the
near half-filling Hubbard model.

II. SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR THE GREEN FUNCTIONS

We start with the single Hubbard model defined by the following Hamiltonian in the
Wannier representation:

IT v ^ i + _ . V^ *•+• r . _i_ IT V^ n • n • (1 ^
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Here, ^(cj^) annihilates (creates) an electron with spin a in lattice site i, the chemical
potential fi controls the total number of electrons, Uj is the hopping integral between sites
i and j , U is the one-site Coulomb repulsion between electrons of different spins which is
assumed to be large in comparison with f,j. In the new functional integral method [12] the
initial system given by Hamiltonian (1) is mapped to another Fermi system, expressed in
terms of the additional Grassmann variables a(r) and a*(r) corresponding to the auxiliary
fermions. Following [12], the partition function of the system is written as follows:

Z = Z? J Da'Da exp(S), (2)

where N is the number of sites, Z0 is the single-site partition function that is given by

Zo = 1 + 2 exp(/?/0 + exp[£(2/i - U)}.

Up to second order of the parameter t the action S has the form [12]:

S = Yff
f>[fi<lTdTla;(k,T)go{k,T,T')ar(k,Tt)
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(3)



where te(k) is the Fourier transform of the hopping integral Uj,

r4))o-<c t r(r1K(r4))o {<V(T2)<,(T3))O

(4)

and go(k, r, r') is given by its Fourier transform ^ ( ^ J ^ ) = — 1 + tt{k)G0(u>) with G0(UJ) =

—I 1 H i — . q — Z^f l + e^); < ... >o refers to single site averages for
tu> + p iiv + fi — U
t = 0.
Using Gorkov formalism [16] for treating the superconducting problems, we define the
normal Green function

9afi(kt r - T') = - (aa(Jfe, r)«;(fc, r ')) (5)

and the anomalous Green functions

T-T') = ~(aa(k,T)a0(-k,r'))y

fal3(k,T~T') = -<«£(*, r)«J(-A;,r')). (6)

Making the Gorkov factorization on the second order term of the action (3), it is
straightforward to obtain the following equations for the Fourier transforms of the Green
functions [14]

^Jb,w)+ /.,(*, «)g^(Jb,«) = 0, (8)

where the following notations are used:

(9)

(10)

t2Je(k)c(-k) _

(12)
The summation convention on repeated spin indices is used in the above equations (9)-
(12).

To proceed further one needs the explicit expression of the effective interaction vertex
Tel defined by (4). A lengthy but straightforward calculation yields for r a ^ f u j i , ^ , ^ , ^ )

(13)



where
U2

)
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with A, = ioji + (i, A, = — iu>i + aya = U — n,i = 1,4.
Hereafter a,-(i = 1,2,3) denotes a Pauli matrix. In the paramagnetic state the normal
Green function is diagonal in spin indices:

(16)

while the anormalous Green functions have the following general form:

) , (17)

where t^p is the second rank antisymmetric spinor, the scalar /,(Jb,u?) is even and the
vector ft(k,u>) is odd function of k and w:

^(*,«) = -£ ( -* , -w) (18)

Substituting formulas (16) and (17) into equations (7)-(8) we obtain:

( 2 0 )

where

Q{k,u) = -ffo(Jb,u,) + -

^ ) (22)

= -Q(ku>)Q(-k, -u,) - |^0|2 - |jfrf (23)

u')0 (w,o»') (24)
fc'ur'

= 1,2,3) (25)

(26)



The above equations (19)-(26) form the closed system of equations for the Green functions
defined by (5) and (6).

III. DISCUSSIONS

It is convenient to introduce the following notations:

'(*'"> (27)
(k)e(-k)

'<*'"> (28)

Then from the equations (20)-(26) it follows:

^ S ^ K S P ^ <29>

where D(k, u)) may be rewritten as:

D(fc,w) = -Q(fc,a;)Q(-*, -u>) - *2e(*M-*)(|A,|2 + |A t |
2). (31)

To relate the chemical potential with doping 8 we need the electron Green function:

;) > (32)

which is related to the corresponding Green function for the auxihary a- particle by the
relationship

U{k)~ga0{k,u) = -[8aP + gafi(k,u>)] (33)

In order to determine the transition temperature it is sufficient to write gap(k,u>) for
the normal phase

U (34)
with

A(fc,«) = G.H - ^ E ^ W . ^ . w . w V ) + 5r1(a/fWl«Iu/)lp(Jb,w) (35)
7V fc'w' Z

Then the equation for chemical potential reads:

,) _

) " 1 " ^ ( 3 6 )

The equations (29), (30) and (36) form the closed system of equations for the supercon-
ducting order parameters Aa(u>), At(uj) and ^, taking into account both singlet and triplet
pairing contributions.



In the case of the singlet pairing only, by setting A((u>) = 0, from equation (29) one ob-
tains the equation determining the transition temperature of the singlet superconducting
state:

a2) (a -

where

*./• \ * V * C ( * J e \ ™"J /••IQ\
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( 4 0 )

The obtained system of equations (36)-(40) is equivalent to the one derived by Bogoluibov
and Moskalenko [17].

In the case of the triplet pairing, by setting A«(w) = 0, substituting the formulas
(14), (15) and (26) into equation (30) and taking into account the oddness of the function
Ati(u) we have the following equation, determining the critical temperature:

q{\ - q)U2<Ku) = (u;2 + f){d* + a2). (41)

If a nontrivial solution of A,(w)(A(1(u>)) of the system of equations (36), (37) ((36),
(41)) exists then the singlet (triplet) superconducting phase exists for the Hubbard model.
The dependence of critical temperature Tc on the doping 6 may be obtained by numer-
ically investigating the above systems of equations. It would be done in our subsequent
work.

We would like to note that in the static approximation (u> = 0), keeping the leading
terms from equations (36), (37) we obtain the well-known result of Baskaran - Zou -
Anderson [18]. Indeed, for a square latttice with nearest neighbor coupling t we have:

W - 1 (43)

w h e r e m ^ | ; y{k) = 2(cosK + a>skv); J =

We conclude by noting that within the framework of the above functional method one
may consider the extended two band Hubbard model, which is our future problem.
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